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DETAILED TRAVEL ITINERARY
01 SEPT – 14 SEPT 2017
Day #1. September 2,
2017
Saturday

Morning

Lunch

Afternoon

Dinner

Arrival to St. Petersburg,
Transfer to the hotel
Luggage porterage at
the airport
Transfer on limos
Welcome cocktail on
arrival
Bread & Salt ceremony
VIP check-in
Included

Day #2. September 3,
2017
Sunday
Buffet Breakfast
Savior on spilled blood
cathedral visit
Peter & Paul Fortress

Day #3. September 4,
2017
Monday
Buffet Breakfast
Departure to Pushkin;
Catherine’s Palace &
park visit

Included

Included

Private museum of
Faberge collection visit

Banya – Russian “sauna”

Morning

Day #8. September 9,
2017
Saturday

Day #9. September 10,
2017
Sunday

Buffet Breakfast
St. Basil’s Cathedral visit
The Kremlin and
Diamond Fund visit

Buffet Breakfast
Departure to Vladimir:
by train
Arrival to Vladimir,
sightseeing tour
Included

Included

Lunch

Day #5. September 6,
2017
Wednesday
Buffet Breakfast

Imperial Porcelain
factory museum

Hermitage museum

Day #6. September
7, 2017
Thursday
Buffet Breakfast
Sapsan high-speed
train to Moscow

On board of Sapsan
train
Arrival to Moscow
Welcome drink at the
Red square
Transfer to the hotel,
VIP check-in

Gala dinner followed by
Night private boat cruise

Day #7. September 8,
2017
Friday
Buffet Breakfast

Day #4. September
5, 2017
Tuesday
Buffet Breakfast
Hydrofoil boat
transfer to Petergof
Grand palace &
park visit
Included

Izmaivolo Kremlin visit &
souvenir market
Special surprise masterclass

Visit of the Cathedral of
the assumption
Transfer to Suzdal
Hotel check-in

Afternoon

Day #10.
September 11,
2017
Monday
Buffet Breakfast at
the hotel
City tour

Day #12. September
13, 2017
Friday

Buffet Breakfast Christ
the Savior Cathedral visit

Buffet
Breakfast
Time at leisure
Transfer
to
the
airport

Included

At leisure

Museum of wooden
architecture
Visit of Golden
Gates complex for
souvenirs
Transfer to Vladimir
train station
Train to Moscow
(1h40m)

Time at Leisure
Departure for Farewell
dinner

Included

Dinner

Day #11. September 12,
2017
Thursday

Farewell dinner at
Turandot restaurant

End of services

Day 1 – Saturday
Arrival to the airport, Meet & Greet, transfer to the hotel on Hummer limo. Bread & Salt ceremony at the hotel
Dinner in a restaurant with waiters’ show

** HIGHLIGHTS**

T

Bread and Salt ceremony:
Russia is big on traditions and bread and salt ceremony is one of the
most well-known in the country. It is usually used to welcome dear
guests into someone’s home or event, to show hosts’ hospitality.
A lady who’s holding a traditional round loaf of bread and some salt is
usually dressed in a folklore Russian costume. Some traditional folklore
music, performed by musicians on balalaika and accordion might
accompany the ceremony and add a special vibe to it.

Waiters singing show - Interesting interior of the restaurant as well as their menu and unusual waiters
singing performance while serving their patrons create a very special atmosphere of Soviet Union time before
the second world war scarred the lives of Russian citizens forever.

Day 2 – Sunday
Savior on spilled blood cathedral visit, Peter & Paul Fortress visit
Lunch in a restaurant, Private museum of Faberge collection visit

** HIGHLIGHTS**
Savior on spilled blood cathedral visit
The Church of the Resurrection, also known as the "Savior on Spilled
Blood", was built in memory of Alexander II who was assassinated in
1881. The church stands in the very place where a bomb was thrown
into his carriage by a young man who opposed the Tsar's reforms.
The highlight of both the interior and exterior of the Cathedral are its
mosaic collection based on the paintings of Vasnetsov, Nesterol, and
Vrubel. With a total area of 23130 square feet, it is one of the largest
mosaic collections in Europe.

Peter and Paul Fortress visit
Peter & Paul Fortress, the birthplace of St Petersburg, since the
foundation in 1703 by Peter the Great.
Complex territory includes: the Cathedral of St. Peter & Paul with a belfry
(the burial place of the Russian Royal Family, the remains of Nicholas II
Romanoff and his family were buried there on the 17th of July 1998), the
Murals with a panoramic view from a walking path, Atrium of the City
History Museum, the Mint (place, where coins and medals are minted),
printing courtyard, "Russian Bastille" prison for high ranking/political prisoners at the Trubetskoy bastion.
Lunch in a restaurant, located on the territory of the Fortress offers a magnificent view over the Vasilievsky
Island and the Neva River. Exquisite sea-themed decorations, wooden furniture and large sofas offer a calm
moment away from the bustle of the city

Faberge private museum

The private museum, owned by the famous Russian billionaire Victor
Vekselberg, is located in the Shuvalov Palace St. Petersburg and was
recently restored. The palace, situated on the Fontanka Embankment, was
half destroyed in the mid-2000s. Before opening the museum, a major
restoration took place in the palace. Historic interiors, unique in their kind,
were refurbished
The most valuable objects exposed are the imperial Easter eggs, including
even the first egg made by Fabergé upon the request of the Emperor Alexander III for his wife Maria
Fyodorovna in 1885. Rare paintings and other works from the private collection of Victor Vekselberg are also
exhibited there.

Day 3 – Monday
Catherine’s palace & park in Tsarskoe Selo visit
Amber atelier visit (optional). Lunch in a traditional Russian restaurant, Traditional Banya (steam house)
experience

** HIGHLIGHTS**
Catherine’s Palace & Tsarskoe selo visit
By the end of the 18th century, Tsarskoye Selo became a popular
place of summer residence among the nobility. Founded by Catherine
the Great in the 1770, Tsarskoye Selo (Tsar's Village) in 1918 was
renamed by the Bolsheviks into Detskoye Selo (Children's Village) and
in 1937 - the town of Pushkin, thus commemorating the centenary of
the famous Russian poet's death. Tsarskoye Selo complex presents
park zone with pavillions & magnificent palace, designed by Rastrelli
in baroque style, shining with gold & mirrors, creating the illusion of unlimited space, variety of golden
elements, paintings, furniture collection.
The world-famous "Amber Room", restored by the modern masters upon the ancient technics is the highlight
of the visit. You will have an exclusive visit to the studio where masters have created amber masterpieces for
Royalty.

Banya visit
Formerly banya was the only way to bath in Russia, now it is an
enjoyable tradition that is so popular not only among Russians but
among foreigners as well. Russian banya is a complex of rooms, one
of which is a heated up to 80 C steam room where one can just relax
or try traditional massage with birch “switch”. It’s common to dive
into a cold water plunge pool (or snow if in winter) after that and
finish this experience while resting ina “rest room” with some cold
beer or kvas (traditional non alcoholic drink made from rye bread or
barley)and a plate of zakuski (Russian appetizers). Tea with honey is
also available.
Russian banya is a great way to get rid of stress and many Russians build it in their countryside residences (
“dachas”) which they visit every weekend.

Day 4 – Tuesday
Hydrofoil boat transfer to Petergof, Grand Palace & lower park visit

Lunch in Summer Palace restaurant. Imperial Porcelain Factory museum visit

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Petergof visit
Stretching along the coast of the Gold of
Finland, this estate of palaces, fountains, parks
and terraces, is often compared with
Versailles in France.
An old imperial residence is an ensemble of
parks (around 1000 hectares), of 144
fountains and of palaces-museums. The
construction of Grand Palace, summer palace
of imperial family, started at the epoch of Peterhoff’s founder, Peter the Great. In 1746-1755, the initial
building had been completely reconstructed by Bartolomeo Rastrelli. The architect left untouched the working
cabinet of Peter the Great with the panels made of sculpted oak and a staircase made of oak. In the 1870s,
many halls have been renovated in the classic style.

Imperial Porcelain visit
The museum of Porcelain was founded in 1844 under Nicholas I's decree
for preservation of samples, worthy to imitation. The collection of the
museum contains 30 thousand exhibits and reflects more than 260-year
history of the first porcelain plant in Russia.
During Alexander III's reign the collection was replenished because all
orders for an imperial family were carried out at plant in duplicate, one
of which went at once to the museum.

Day 5 – Wednesday
Children Ballet school visit (optional). Leisure time for shopping or individual tours
Hermitage visit
Gala dinner in a restaurant
Private river cruise for opening bridges with a saxophone or DJ on board

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Hermitage Museum visit
The Hermitage, one of the world’s greatest art museums
and Russia’s largest art repository, houses 5 buildings
created by celebrated architects of the 18th to 19th century.
The Winter Palace, formerly the residence of Russian
Emperors constructed between 1754 and 1762. Put
together throughout two centuries and a half, the
Hermitage collections of works of art (over 3 000 000 items)
present the development of the world culture and art from
the Stone Age to the 20th century

Dinner at a Restaurant
This famous restaurant is located in the building of Stroganov Palace,
the genuine pearl of St.Petersburg architecture dated back to the times
of Catherine the Great. Its five halls, decorated in the style of Russian
Ampire, represent noble elegance and outline the aristocratique spirit of
the place. A beautiful collection of Stroganov family portraits is
displayed on the walls of the restaurant. Its impérial bronze statues,
crystal and porcelain vases are characteristics of fine art well worthy of
the Hermitage and Louvre

Night River cruise and viewing of bridges opening
St. Petersburg is also known as “Northern Venice”. There are a lot of
rivers and canals here. Discovering St Petersburg at night on board of a
private boat is a real treat. Enjoy the night lights of the city and its
famous opening bridges while sipping on a cocktail and listening to the
sounds of saxophone.

Day 6 – Thursday
Time at leisure
Transfer to the railway station to catch a train to Moscow. Lunch on board
Arrival to Moscow, meet & greet at the station.
Welcome cocktail on the Red square, transfer to the hotel, check in.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Sapsan fast speed train
Experience Russian fastest train that connects two Russian capitals:
Moscow and St Petersburg. The journey will only take 4 hours. Enjoy
meals & drinks offered aboard.

Welcome cocktail on the Red square
Red Square which is often considered the central square of Moscow and
the rest of Russia, is also called Krasnaya Ploshchad. The name Red
Square does not originate from the pigment of the surrounding bricks of
the Kremlin but from the old Russian translation Krasnaya which means
red and beautiful. Red Square as a rich history and today it's hard to think
of a place that is more beloved of Moscovites and visitors to the city.
Cocktail at Bosco Café, located on Red Square: welcome drink with vodka shot, Mors (traditional Russian drink
made from berries) and olives for a convivial moment in this fascinating place.

Day 7 – Friday
Morning at leisure
Izmailovo Kremlin visit with souvenir market
Special surprise master-class.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Izmailovo Kremlin visit

Generally, “Kremlin” is a Russian word meaning a fortification built to protect a city. However it’s not the case
with the Izmailovsky Kremlin as it doesn’t perform a function of any fortification and perhaps isn’t very
historically accurate. It was built as a cultural and entertainment complex in 2007 with a goal to imitate
Russian architecture of the 18th century. There one can find the Tsar`s Palace, built in the same style as the
summer palace of Tsar Alexey Mikhailovich in Kolomenskoye; the Church of St. Nicholas, the highest wooden
church in Russia (46 m/151 ft in height); museums, cafes, souvenir shops etc.
The Kremlin in Izmailovo houses 8 museums: museum of Russian vodka, Russian Folk Arts museum, museum
of bread, museum of the Russian Fleet History and others.

Day 8 – Saturday
St. Basil’s Cathedral visit before public hours
The Kremlin visit with an excursion to Diamond Fund
Lunch in a restaurant
Time at leisure

**HIGHLIGHTS**
St Basil’s Cathedral visit
The spectacular St. Basil's Cathedral in Moscow was commissioned by Ivan the
Terrible in the 16th century to commemorate a military victory. It is easily the
most famous sight on Red Square.
Saint Basil's is located at one end of Red Square, just across from the
Spasskaya Tower of the Kremlin. Not particularly large, it consists of nine
chapels built on a single foundation.
The riot of color and shapes that is St. Basil's Cathedral is unmatched
anywhere else in the world.

The design of St. Basil's reflects both its location between Europe and Asia and its historical origins. Since the
Kazan Qolsharif mosque had been the principal symbol of the Khanate captured by Ivan the Terrible, some
elements from the mosque were incorporated into the cathedral to
symbolize the victory.

The Kremlin visit
The Moscow Kremlin is the chief architectural ensemble of the city and the
“business card” of Moscow’s look. Along the South wall of the Kremlin,
overlooking the Moscow River, you will find the Grand Kremlin Palace.
Within the Kremlin there is a Cathedral Square, the so-called "City of God".
Six buildings, including three enormous cathedrals edge the square. Most of them, the work of Italian
architects during the late 15th and early 16th Century. Entry includes the visit to the Kremlin Territory and 1
cathedral. You will also visit Kremlin’s Diamond fund museum that contains the most famous Russian jewels.

Day 9 – Sunday
Hotel check-out & departure to Vladimir by train.
Vladimir city sightseeing tour by coach with a professional guide, Lunch in a restaurant
Visit of the Cathedral of the assumption. Transfer to Suzdal by coach, Hotel check-in
BBQ dinner on the territory of the hotel

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Golden Ring
The Golden Ring (“Zolotoe koltso” in Russian) is a ring of cities northeast of Moscow. These ancient towns
played a significant role in the formation of the Russian Orthodox Church and they keep the memory of the
most important and significant events in Russian history. The towns have been called "open-air museums" and
feature unique monuments of Russian architecture of the 12th–18th centuries,
including kremlins, monasteries, cathedrals, and churches. These towns are among the most picturesque
in Russia and prominently feature Russia's onion domes.

Vladimir is the ancient capital of the North-Eastern Russia. It is one of the largest tourist centers of the
European part of Russia, part of the famous Golden Ring of Russia.It is a
major industrial center of Central Russia (food processing, engineering,
chemical industry). Urban transport is represented by buses and
trolleybuses.From 1781, Vladimir was built according to a regular plan
(buildings in the classical style). Today, there are more than 200
preserved buildings of the 17th-19th centuries in the city. After 1917,
the city’s historic center was almost completely rebuilt.

Cathedral of the Assumption in Vladimir
The exterior walls of the church are covered with elaborate carvings.
The interior was painted in the 12th century and then repainted by
Andrei Rublev and Daniil Chernyi in 1408. The Cathedral served as a
model for Aristotele Fioravanti, when he designed the eponymous cathedral in the Moscow Kremlin in 1475 to
1479. A lofty bell tower, combining genuine Russian, Gothic and Neoclassical influences, was erected nearby in
1810.

Day 10 – Monday
Suzdal city sightseeing tour by coach with a professional guide, lunch in a restaurant
Visit of the museum of wooden architecture (open-aired), Golden Gates complex – free time for souvenir
shopping

Returning to Moscow by train, transfer to the hotel by car & check-in at the hotel

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Suzdal is usually called as a jewel in the crown of Russian Golden Ring.
This is a real museum town; this official status Suzdal got in 1967 and
there are no any other museum towns in Russia yet. It seems that town
was frozen up in XIX century. There are more than a hundred landmarks
there; some of them are in the World Heritage List of UNESCO. Plenty of
churches, most of which were created in a specific style of Suzdal – eyefilling slender bell towers, always amaze guests. Suzdal is situated on sides
of The Kamenka River which is picturesque any time of year.

Museum of Wooden architecture
The museum was founded in 1968 on the place of the former Dmitrievskiy
monastery, the oldest one in Suzdal. The wooden constructions from all
over the Vladimir region were brought to the museum. Noteworthy that
all buildings are actual constructions that people lived and worked in.
Thus, a typical village with all the features of ancient Russian settlement
was reconstituted on the left bank of the Kamenka River.
The first building brought to the Museum was the Church of the Transfiguration dated back to the middle of
the XVIII century, which was previously located in the village of Kozlyatyev.

Day 11 – Tuesday
Day at leisure, Farewell dinner in a restaurant

**HIGHLIGHTS**
Our farewell dinner will be in a luxurious palace called Turandot.The
restaurant has got 14 halls of 20 thousand sq. m. The tables boast chinaware – the XVIII century original copies. Three dozens of steps, winter
gardens, frescos, pictures, silk carpets, vase collection of Min dynasty era.
In the center there’s a round hall with a colonnade. Under a huge tree of
bronze there’s a turning podium for an orchestra. You will enjoy European
and Asian fusion cuisine

Day 12 – Wednesday
Time at leisure, Transfer to the airport, departure to South Africa.

